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 Driven by a dedicated team of over 150 racing experts at our San Diego studios and members of the high-performance gaming
community on Steam, Need for Speed Hot Pursuit Remastered builds upon the core experience of Hot Pursuit and delivers a
thrilling racing experience for fans of the original. Key Features Remastered graphics and textures deliver an authentic racing

experience 100+ Bug fixes to optimize performance for PC Over-the-top true-to-speed, true-to-life gameplay Integrate
seamlessly into the Classic, World Tour, and Black Edition Unlock the fully-accelerated GTR New License to “Win the Wheel”

In Pursuit of Speed! Neon District, British Columbia – The race is on! As the odds are stacked against you, it’s your job to
pursue speed, swerve around obstacles, and overtake your competitors. All the while, you’ll have to dodge roadblocks, deliver

justice, and track down your enemies. You’ll have to be quick, sneaky, and ready to hit the brakes to outmaneuver your
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adversaries and win the race. Need for Speed Hot Pursuit is racing at its best! Classic Edition Speed down classic roads and
through iconic cities to take the lead on the circuit. Climb switchbacks and escape from oncoming traffic while traveling at

breakneck speeds on the most dangerous roads of the West. World Tour Edition Test your skills in the exotic, but very different
surroundings of countries throughout the globe. The paths to victory are just as treacherous, but the roads are even more exotic
in their design. Take on the roads of Japan, where the twists and turns are as sharp as the samurai swords, Australia, where the
heat and dust make for treacherous conditions, and across the Middle East, where the deserts are as deep and flat as the middle
of the ocean. All three racers will need to adapt to their new environments as they try to outrace their opponents. Black Edition
The Black Edition continues on the epic journey, racing through iconic locations from across the globe, including the famous

roads of Italy and Japan. Race across epic, over-the-top outdoor and indoor environments and explore cities that are larger than
life with countless levels of detail. Race mode • Complete 15 chapters on the track to earn gold coins • Earn enough gold coins

to unlock the next chapter 520fdb1ae7
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